ASSUMPTIONS ECONOMIC-FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE JRP AMENDMENT

DISCLAIMER
” This material summarizes the main conditions proposed in the Amendment to the JRP that
complement and/or modify some of the conditions presented in the Original Plan approved
at the CGM held on December 19 and 20, 2017.
For further details on the determined terms, refer to the Amendment to the JRP dated June
15, 2020 and the Original Plan. In the event of any discrepancies between the summary
below and the Amendment to the JRP or the Original Plan, the Amendment to the JRP or the
Original Plan shall prevail. This Report was prepared considering the financial and
operational assumptions arising from the assertive execution of the Amendment to the JRP.
The forecasts contained in this Report assume the implementation of the Amendment to
the JRP proposed by the Debtors. ”

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Creation of UPIs



UPI Data Center: Financial Settlement in 2020 at the minimum price (R$ 325 Millions)



UPI Towers: Financial Settlement in 2020 at the minimum price (R$ 1,0 Billion)



UPI Mobile Assets: Financial Settlement in 2020 at the minimum price (R$ 15 Billions).



UPI InfraCo: The estimates assumes zero value for the primary injection of capital
and minimum value for Secondary portion of the auction and subsequent exercise
of the Put Option.



o

Sale of 51% of ordinary shares (25.5% of total capital) at the minimum price
R$ 6.5 Billion in two annual installments (2022 and 2023).

o

Payment of R$ 2,426 Billion in dividends from InfraCo to Oi in 2021.

o

Put exercise on InfraCo's remaining 25.5% stake in 2024, in the same
amount as Minimum Secondary Portion (R$ 6.5 Billions), without any update.

All UPIs were considered “assets available for sale” and have been completely
deconsolidated in Oi's numbers since 2021 (regardless of the financial settlement
date of the auctions).

Creditors Payment Resources Linear offer for small creditors payment



Class I – Labor Creditors: Payment within 30 days from the date of judicial ratification
of the Amendment to the JRP, limited to R$ 50 thousand per creditor. Remaining
balance paid under current terms.



Class II – Secured Creditors: 100% settlement at the updated debt face value (30
days from financial settlement of UPI Mobile Assets).



Class III – Adjustment in Clause 5.2 of the Original JRP (surplus cash generation cash sweep) to establish prepayment with a discount of 60% and in up to 3 annual
installments, for creditors already allocated there.



Class III – Anatel: Renegotiation of net credits within 13,988 Law terms and as
authorized by Clause 4.3.4.2 of the original JRP.



Class III – Contingencies: Payment of up to R$ 3 thousand per creditor, within 90 days
from the date of judicial ratification of the Amendment to the JRP.



Class IV – SMEs: Payment of up to R$ 35 thousand, within 90 days from the date of
judicial ratification of the Amendment to the JRP.

MACROECONOMIC DATA

INCOME STATEMENT CONSOLIDATED

Net Revenues
As described in the Amendment to the RJ Plan, the Company plans to implement some
important strategic moves, which is already reflected in these projections, with emphasis
on:


Mobile Segment: Disposal of UPI Mobile Assets, with a consequent estimated
reduction of 40% in revenues between 2020 and 2021, representing an
estimated decrease of approximately R$ 7 billion in total net revenue.



Residential and Corporate Segments: Reductions in revenues from copperrelated services, in contrast to a gradual growth in revenues from services
related to optical fiber products.



o

Homes Passed annual growth projection of 47% between 2019 and 2024, with
take up rate reaching 23% after 3 years of the implementation of a new HP.

o

Pay TV: According to the Amendment of the RJ Plan, Oi has been assessing
market opportunities for its TV operation. Thus, the projection considers a
scenario of forming a strategic partnership in this segment, with a
consequent reduction in total revenue, but almost total elimination of costs
and associated investments.
Wholesale Segment: According to the Amendment to the RJ Plan, in 2021 the
revenues from Wholesale segment related to fiber optic infrastructure will be
transferred to UPI InfraCo, as well as the non-reversible network assets.

Costs and Expenses: Reflect the assumptions of OI's operational and strategic
transformation process, with emphasis on:


Expenses Related to Revenue and Commercial Expenses: reduction as a result
of the divestment of UPI Mobile Assets and the strategic partnership of Pay TV.



Network Expenses: reduction in 2021 due to the disposal of UPI Mobile Assets.
From 2022 onwards, this line will also consider the cost of renting InfraCo's
infrastructure, so that Oi can provide fiber services to its customers.

Depreciation and Amortization
Reduction in depreciation between 2020 and 2021 due to the transfer of assets for sale of
UPI Mobile and the creation of UPI InfraCo. As of 2021, the reduction reflects a lower level of
investments needed to maintain Oi's activities, which now focuses on providing services to
its customers.

Other Income (and Expenses)
This line considers the Deferred Revenue of Fixed Telephony Towers, capital gains from the
disposal of assets (UPI Mobile Assets and shares in UPI InfraCo) and gains or losses on the
remaining investment in UPI InfraCo (equity accounting).

Financial (Income) Expenses
The decline reflects the reduction of the company's debt, as a result of the payments provided
for in the Amendment of the JR Plan.

CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW

Dividends and Interest on Equity: Dividend receipt from UPI InfraCo, as a result of estimated
net profits.

Capital Expenses: Reduction in 2021 related to the sale of UPI Mobile Assets. Gradual
reduction due to the divestment in copper-related services until 2025 and maintenance of
the level of Capex necessary for a company that purely provides services.

Disposals and other non-recurring operations
2020: Unitel (R$ 3,873 million); UPI Towers (R$ 1 billion); UPI Data Center (R$ 325 million) e
Real Estate (R$ 539 million).
2021: UPI Mobile Assets (R$ 15 billion).
2022: First Installment UPI InfraCo Minimum Secondary Offer (R$3.3 billion).
2023: Second Installment UPI InfraCo Minimum Secondary Offer updated. (R$ 3.5 billion).
2024: Put Option exercise on InfraCo Shares, in the same amount as the Minimum Secondary
Offer (R$ 6.5 billion).

Bankruptcy debts: This line considers the raising of R$ 2.5 billion in the form of Private
Debentures in 2020 and estimated settlement in 2021. In addition to the contractual interest,
the projection considered a dollar rate of R$ 5.14.

Onerous liabilities: Portion of onerous liabilities referring to a capacity lease (take or pay)
contract in submarine cables. Until 2020 this liability was treated under the Working Capital
item.

Other financial income (and expenses): This line includes the financial income from the
Company's cash, insurance expenses, bank expenses, guarantee fees and interest on
customer late payments.

Other financing: Refinancing required to guarantee a Minimum Cash assumption of R$ 2.0
billion. It considers interest rates equivalent to CDI + 3% per year for these new loans.

Financial expenses of other financing: This line represents the interest payments of these
“Other Financing” mentioned above.

